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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Source and sink regions

In the general macroscale water circulation mechanism attention should 
be paid to the exchange of the dispersed mass systems between the sea 
and the atmosphere. This exchange, occurring simultaneously in the two 
opposite vertical directions, is characterized by the occurrence of rela
tive source and sink regions of particle transfer. These areas were des
cribed by Eriksson [10] when considering the influence of circulation 
upon the residence time of the substance components in the atmosphere. 
One may assume that relative to the globe, the land and the sea are 
first-grade sink regions for the seaborne suspensions and aerosols ori
ginating from the land, respectively. The aim of the present study is to 
obtain the space-time distribution of the regions of aerosol exchange 
occurring within the boundaries of the World Ocean surface. These are 
the second-grade source and sink areas, i.e., relative regions of the ver
tical particulate exchange above the ocean.

The investigation of the macroscale distribution of relative source 
and sink areas in respect of marine particle transfer is essential for the 
explanation and assessment of the share of particular components of the
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water budget and the circulation of pollution in geochemical cycles. It 
is also possible to determine the share of individual seas in the total 
transfer. Among other things, this also concerns the Baltic Sea, the pla
ce and share of which in the general spatial distribution of emission and 
transfer is one of the most important problems discussed in this paper.

The present investigations did not cover the influence of the surf- 
-effect on the emission fields. The participation of this effect should 
necessitate the introduction of the correction coefficient when calcula
ting the emission fields in coastal zones, as well as in the regions of the 
marked occurrence of icebergs. However, the determination of the mag
nitudes of this coefficients, depending, among other things, on the 
geommetry of the shores and the surf regions, is a problem that has 
not been explained so far. One may also expect some deviations from 
the mean sea-drop emission field along the path of tropical cyclones. 
These deviations may be due to the increased share of additional emis
sion mechanisms during hurricanes. Tropical cyclones are relatively 
rare however, and travel along narrow paths only, while the participa
tion of large and rapid fall-out of seaborne drops in long-term exchan
ge, i.e. in particle circulation during synoptic and macroscale cycles, is 
too small to consider. These problems require more detailed investiga
tions, but a general view is also valuable.

1.2. Investigations of the emission mechanism

Transfer of suspended systems over the sea surface is worth considera
tion, being one of the forms of the exchange of energy and mass bet
ween the sea and the atmosphere. Interest in the problem increased 
with the development of investigations in the field of the physics of 
the interaction between the sea and atmosphere. For the first time, 
Woodcock [32] investigated the dependence of emission and transfer of 
sea-salt particles, being marine condensation nuclei, on wind velocity 
over the ocean surface. The essential role of air bubbles and sea foam 
in the mechanism of the emission of water drops from the sea was 
explained by Blanchard, Kientzler, Woodcock and others El, 3, 14, 21, 26, 
31]. Blanchard [2] compared the efficiency of the emission of drops from 
the open sea with that in the coastal zone, characteristic of stormy mu
tual interaction of waves and steep shores. The related differences in 
the chemical composition of the particles emitted were studied by Duce 
and Woodcock [9]. Blinov [5] pointed to the significant share in suspen
sion due to splashes which were directly blown off the wave crests by 
strong gusts of wind in the open sea. Simultaneously, Woodcock [32]



investigated the distribution of the size of sea-salt particles while Jun- 
ge [15, 16] explained the law of the distribution of aerosol particles and 
compared the dispersive characteristics of aerosols of sea- and land- 
-origin. Moore and Mas'on [23] investigated the size distribution of ma
rine particles as related to the source efficiency.

The results mentioned, as well as papers [4, 12, 18, 22, 27, 32] con
cerning the distribution and dynamics of sea-salt particles concentration 
in the air, supplemented by model investigations of the emission and 
transfer processes [27, 29; 30, 34], helped to verify the opinion as to the 
factors forming the emission of drops from the sea. In general, this 
opinion is consistent with the concept [12] of the predominating influ
ence of the basic characteristics of mechanical interaction between the 
atmosphere and the sea, i.e. roughness length and the Reynolds stresses, 
on the energy dissipation and aerosol mass exchange. As a result, a mo
del was obtained, which gave an approximate description of particle 
emission rate from the sea. In the present paper, this concept was 
assumed to be fundamental in order to solve the problem of the spatial 
distribution of the basic characteristics of the emission of drops from 
the sea surface.

2. THEORY

The air-sea system in which the processes of the transformation of gas 
bubbles into water drops above the sea surface occur will be termed the 
marine aerosol production layer. The production layer that is statisti
cally homogeneous in the horizontal plane, is characterized by aniso
tropy due to several sublayers occurring in its microstructure. Together 
they form two essentially different sublayers — the emission and the 
transport sublayers (Fig. 1).

The evolution of gas bubbles and the emission of drops accompa
nying the bursting of bubbles at the sea surface, take place in the emis
sion sublayer. The emission of bubbles occurs in the near-surface sea 
layer where the forming of bubbles is affected by the process of the 
wind-waves breaking. This influence reaches a depth -hx corresponding 
to the thickness of the near-surface sublayer. Simultaneously, the 
efficiency of the emission of drops and bursting of bubbles is influenc
ed by the laminar sublayer thickness (-5v) restraining the motion of 
particles in the sea, and by the monomolecular surface film [13] with 
a thickness of — S o, the surface tension being Cm. An important role 
in the mechanism of the evolution of bubbles and the emission of drops, 
is played by the intensity of air exchange with the water body. This



Fig. 1. Vertical profile  o f the m arigenic aero
sol production  layer at the air-sea interface 
-hi, -80 , -8 v  are: the dejpth of the n ear-su rfa 
ce layer, the thicknesses o f  lam inar sublayer, 
and surface film , respectively,

• 5v, fij are: thicknesses o f the m olecu lar v isco 
us and dynam ic sublayers form in g the ne,ar- 
-w ater atm ospheric layer w ith  the thickness o f 
h,.
Rys. 1. Schem at pion ow ego przekroju  w arstw y 
produkcji aerozolu m arygenicznego 
-h u -8 v , -80 —  odpow iednio: głębokość p rzy 
pow ierzchn iow ej podw arstw y m orza, grubości 
w arstw y lam inarnej i m onom olekularnej w ar
stwy pow ierzchn iow ej,
8v, hx —  odipowiednio: grubości podwiarstw lep 
kości m olekularnej i  dynam icznej w  składzie 
przyw odnej w arstw y atm osfery o grubości h2.

exchange depends upon the thickness of the viscous sublayer of air, 
(8 v ) , in the near-water atmospheric layer (stretching up to a height of 
h2), as well as on the ratio of this thickness to the variable value of 
roughness length (z<>) for the sea surface.

The thickness of the molecular viscosity sublayer, 8v is also a com
ponent of the transfer sublayer characteristics, as fluctuations in the 
concentration of seaborne particles in the near-water atmospheric layer 
are connected with the transport of drops at its lowest levels. These 
fluctuations depend on the variable conditions of emission, as well as 
on the microstructure of the turbulent dynamic sublayer reaching a height 
of hi. On the one hand, it is connected with the dynamics of the intera
ction between the sea surface and the near-water air layer, and on the 
other hand — with turbulent mixing in near'water air.

Taking into account the influence of the wind velocity (u), and the 
Reynolds number (Res) in the near-wall layer, Garbalewski [12] propos
ed the following relation for the flux of dust emission from the sea 
surface:

Qn = ku Re, Sn ( 1 )

After some modifications, when taking into account the logarithmic law 
of the wind velocity distribution related to height, equation (1) becomes:

Q0 = cçSm *5 , z = const ( 2 )
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where Res =  — — - ,  uf — the friction velocity, z0 — the roughness 
v

length, v — the kinematic molecular viscosity, Sm =  Qwqn, — density 
of water in the surface sea layer, qn — share of the mass of the n-th 
sea water component, cp — the drag coefficient for the particle emission, 
ô — a small part of the particle mass qn —  escaping from the sea with 
the evaporation of water. Equation (2) describes the emission conditions 
at height zo.

Proposed relation (1) may be justified theoretically. Accordingly, 
the cp coefficient, analogical to the Dalton number for humidity, may 
be written as:

CP ç  q„°u0 ( 3  ̂

Integrating the Boussinesq equation

for z =  Zo we obtain

u2 = v J j j_  
0 2

un= (5)

where u0 is the modulus of the wind velocity measured at a height 
zo with respect to the water surface. It should be emphasized that in 
the wind profile at the viscous sublayer level, bv, where direct interac
tion between the wind and the rough sea surface occurs, one usually 
assumes that for the sea u0 >  0. Substitution of the u0 value from rela
tion (5) to (3) yields equation (2), i.e. the transformation of the propos
ed relation (1).

The concept of the two-stage structure of the production layer 
implies that in general approximation, the particle emission flux at le
vel z can be described by the equation:

Qz = k Sm~U . z = const , (6 J

where k = c ç c D

i.e. a product of the drag coefficients, both for the emission at the z0 
level and the particle separative transfer at level z, respectively. The 
flux of particles carried to level z is influenced by Q o  and may be 
expressed as:



Q z = C q  Q o

Analytical determination of the complex drag parameter, k, is di
fficult, mainly due to the cq parameter being one of the k components. 
The c q  parameter characterizes the complex transformation sublayer of 
the dispersed systems. The characteristics of this sublayer determine

meate through both laminar sublayers, -8v and 5v and the surface 
film -50. An important role is also played by the film thickness and 
the surface tension. Variable conditions of gas bubble formation in the 
water body are of additional importance. The theory of the near-wall 
biphase layer and the analogy between the emission process and the 
hydrodynamics of bubbling and barbotage [19] give:

C = v k r V S ~ ______  . .
9 Vg crm (9w" 9d )

where Vki — the critical velocity of the gas bubble ascent in the water 
body, measured with respect to the water, and determination of the 
condition of the surface film bursting, qp and @w — the air and water 
densities, respectively, g — gravity, am —  sea surface tension. Unstabi-

equilibrium between the two phases, the pressure related to the surface 
tension am being the stabilizing factor.

The c d  value should vary depending on the size distribution of the 
emitted particles, as well as on the velocity of their separative fall out. 
For small particles characterized by low Re* values, the acceleration 
due to inertial forces can be omitted. The fall out of such particles is 
determined by the displacement and viscosity forces. According to the 
theory of similarity, the resultant velocity of their fall out corresponds 
to the velocity scale:

isothermally stratified and in average atmosphere, respectively. The fi
nite particle residence time in the air can be determined where there is 
a lack of equilibrium between va and the diffusion rate vertical compo
nent w, i.e. where the following relation is fulfilled:

the amount of work needed to overcome the resistance when drops per-

lized gas pressure on the surface film is the factor which disturbes the

vd ~ (8)

where g'—g —  is the balanced gravity, p' and q0 — the densities in the
Qo



Due to the different dispersion composition of the suspensions at heights
Zo and Zj the mean spectral value of the diameter do> d and Udo >  va, 
hence to  ^  t i .

An equation describing the volume concentration of the mass of e- 
mitted suspension in the air can be obtained from relation (2) for the 
emission conditions at level z =  zQ:

V? Zo

where = _ j__ denotes a dimensionless dynamic factor which is
UzX

Uzthe ratio of Res and M, where M =  — Hence, the drag coefficient is exit
pressed by

where £o, and u0, uz are the values of the dimensionless dyna
mic factor and the wind velocity modulus for level Zo and height z a- 
bove the sea surface, respectively.

the diffusion rate and t is the time for which particles remain in the 
air on reaching height z, the ratio may be written as

•^ = c d ~SLT ' i12)Q0 * D ^ zo

5 z - const (10)

cn= -I*- * du
Ço Uz

2
As the flux Q =  qw, where w =  — is the vertical component ofx
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where n(d)  — the number of particles with a diameter d, D — the diffu 
sion coefficient. In the viscous sublayer this time amounts to

- -20-
• • ■ '  vdQ

with 8v 00 Zo, and in the dynamic sublayer

= _Zi_
1 vdl



Hence, the formula for the drag coefficient related to the separative 
transport of marine particle suspension can be expressed as a ratio of
the vertical diffusion rates at level z0 and height z :

Wn
c d ~ (13)

In principle, expression (10) takes into account the deviation of true 
u

wind velocities (-------) from those obtained from the law of logarithmic
Vi *

distribution depending on height ( U*ẐL). The dimensionless dynamic
v

factor |’z is a measure of the deviation of true conditions from the 
logarithmic distribution, as well as that of the deviation from the 
smooth surface conditions, being a complex value which at level z=const 
is, in principle, a function of the Reynolds and Richardson numbers:

const ( Res , Ri ) = k f z

Thus, indirectly, the expression also takes into account the influence 
of atmospheric equilibrium on the changes in the concentration of par
ticles carried away from the sea. For the particle emission at level 
z =  z0, this influence in equation (2) leads mainly to the influence of 
the friction velocity and the Reynolds number.

3. M E T H O D S

For the computations of the anemoaerosol emission fields, mean data 
obtained over a period of many years for a standard height of 10 m 
above the sea level contained in climatologioal summaries and marine 
atlases [20, 24], were used. On such bases, tables were prepared: for the 
wind velocities (ui) and the frequencies of their occurrence for the i-th 
direction, for the air and sea temperatures near their interface, and for 
the water density and salinity — for a network of points with given 
geographical coordinates. Mean qp values were taken from tables [17] 
for the level 2  =  0 km according to the zones of geographical latitudes 
for quarterly periods. The v values were calculated corresponding to the 
air temperature at 5°C intervals. The wind velocity was computed from 
the Beaufort wind force scale, the computations being carried out on 
the bases of established equivalent velocity intervals, taking the mean



value for each interval. The mean wind velocity was calculated from 
its frequency of occurrence, expressed in percentages, according to the 
formula:

a,  ̂ H; Uj ♦ nC r 11 u = ■ • • ---- - t cms'I

where tic — the frequency of occurrence of calms. The materials were 
prepared for mean monthly values in January and July, embracing 
the sea areas for which the above results were available. The computa
tions were carried out on an electronic digital computer according to the 
programme for an algorithm elaborated with the conceptual assumptions 
and general expression (6) presented above.

The Schlichting formula [28] was adopted to estimate the roughness 
of an aerodynamic sea surface, the improvements in the formula being 
elaborated by Wu [33]. The formula was modified taking into account 
ht —  the mean height characteristic of the wind waves. The ht value 
was determined from empirical data of the dependence of this magnitu
de on the wind velocity. Hence, the relation for z0 was used in the 
following form:

2 = 3-10-3 h»
°~ exptx/N /c^J

where x — the Kdrman constant, c10 =  0.5 X  10"3 V(u2io/u2*) for 
uio<15 m s '1. On applying the above c10 value, equation (14) enabled the 
whole interval of mean monthly wind velocities to be taken into acco
unt while computing zD and not only the smooth surface, i. e. for Z o < 6 v .

It can be inferred from numerous experimental data that the effec
tive interaction of the wind occurs mainly together with elements of the 
small-period component of undulation. Significant tangent stresses in 
the state of non-stormy undulation are related mainly with short-waves 
and ripples of the capillary wave type. Under such conditions, parameter 
Zo ~  5v i. e. the sea surface behaves as an aerodynamically rough one, 
and Res reaches the critical value, which means the beginning of ef
fective emission. The introduction of ht into equation (14) also enabled 
the influence of ripples to be taken into account simultaneously —  the 
total sea surface area changes together with ht, hence, the general num
ber of ripples on the undulating area also changes.

The Zo values computed from equation (14) are compared with the 
Zo values computed for the ocean according to the Deacon-Webb eq
uation [7]. The results (in cm) are presented in the following table:



at wind velocities (cm s'1)
100 300 400 800~

Zo according to ref. [7] >•’ 0.012 0.014 0.04
Zo according to eq. (14) 0.003 0.033 0.067 0.200

The rapid increase in the ¡Zo values computed from (14), with the wind 
velocity, does not explain the difficulties related to the determination 
of the Zo parameter for the sea, it does, however, justify the curves for 
the q dependence on u, computed for sea salt particles (Fig. 2) on the 
basis of equation (10). . /  , »

The Deacon-Webb formula [8] was used to calculate the u values:

u2 = ufo* 7 -1 0 '*U?Q. [ -2 -2 ] [1-5)
1000

Formula (15) was obtained from an analysis of the vertical distribution 
of wind velocity over the sea surface, and on taking the relation c d =

uK-  —  it enabled the determination of the dimensionless drag coefficient 
uio 1 •

(cD) for a standard level of z =  10 m above the sea level.
On calculating the flux Qio for z —zo, the characteristic lokal k values 

had to be taken into account. They were partially obtained from 
an analysis of the dependence of the sea salt volumetric concentration, 
in tre near-water air on the wind velocity. Accordingly, experimental 
material was collected from two regions — the central part of the Aiten- 
tic [26] and the open Baltic areas [12]. The comparison of the results (Fig. 
2) enabled the determination of the k coefficient from the-relation:

For the ocean, a=2.2XlO"9 was obtained. Simultaneously, the value t
of this constant for the Baltic was found to be much lower (0.5X10-9).. I
In principle, a was determined from measurements of NaCl particles in I 
the near-water atmospheric layer.
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Fig. 2. Concentration o f  sea salt in th e-n e^r-w ater air (m ean 10 m above sea le
vel) depening upon the w ind velocity , according to m easurem ents carried out in 
the central part o f the Atlantic (black dots) and in the Baltic Sea (em pty dots) 
Rys. 2. K oncentracja  soli m orskiej w  pow ietrzu przy.w odym  (średnio 1,0 m  nad p o 
ziom em  m orza) w  zależności od prędkości w iatru w edług pom iarów  w  centralnej 
części A tlantyku (punkty czarne) i na Bałtyku (punkty puste)



4. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERACTION 

4.1. Roughness length

The computations of the two characteristics of interaction between the 
atmosphere and the sea, the roughness length z0 and the dimensionless 
dynamic factor |io were carried out. An analysis of the spatial distri
bution of the mean values of the z0 parameter (Figs. 3 and 4) showed 
the occurrence of distinct differences in its value to have only a gene
ral zonal character. Zonal disturbance due to the oceanic centre of high 
Zo values is more distinct in the northern than the southern latitudes. 
It occurs in January, as well as in August, the differences being much 
more pronounced in January. It this respect, the Indian Ocean differs, 
and the slightly disturbed zonal character of the field in January chan
ges into three centres of high z0 values — the Arabian, Bengal and 
Australian.

The occurrence of the centres of the highest Zo values in the oceans 
is due to: 1) areas of storm activity in the western transfer zones, 
especially in the regions of the warm and cold current interface, 2) in
tensification of trade winds over the open oceanic areas, 3) monsoon 
circulation activity over the Indian Ocean.

The mean monthly Zo values calculated for northern latitudes in 
January range from 0.001 to 0.049 in the Atlantic, from 0.001 to 0.063 
in the Pacific and from 0.006 to 0.012 cm in the Indian Ocean. The 
corresponding values for the southern latitudes are 0.001 — 0.028, 
0.002 — 0.045 and 0.003 — 0.037 cm. In July, the values for the nor
thern latitudes are: 0.001 — 0.027 in the Atlantic, 0.001 — 0.023 in the 
Pacific anid 0.001 — 0.048 cm in the Indian Ocean, those for the sou
thern latitudes being: 0.004 — 0.042, 0.004 — 0.068 and 0.001 — 0.045 
cm, respectively. By the comparison, the mean monthly z0 values for 
the Baltic are: 0.019 — 0.031 cm in January and 0.04 cm over the whole 
sea area in July. In the North Sea areas .adjoining the Baltic the Zo 

values obtained for January and July were about 0.020 and 0.010, re
spectively. It should be noted that Brocks [6] also obtained values of 
Zo ranging from 0.004 to 0.025 cm for the North Sea and the northern 
part of the Baltic. Thus the results obtained by Brocks for the same 
area conform, in principle, with the above, despite the different approach 
to the problem. This statement supports the conclusion that a good 
approximation of the fields of z0 values was obtained for the World 
Ocean.



Fig. 3. Roughness length field  (z0, cm ) in January.
Rys. 3. P ole param etru szorstkości (20) cm ) w  styczniu.



Fig. 4. Roughness length fie ld  (z0 cm ) in July.
Rys. 4. P ole  param etru szorstkości (z0 cm ) w  lipcu.



4.2. Dimensionless emission factor

The mean values, of the parameter |'10 calculated from the mean mon
thly Zo values and other oceanographic elements, became the basis for 
obtaining approximate spatial distributions of this characteristic (Figs. 
5 and 6). The analysis of the field enabled the discovery of the di
stinct occurrence of several areas of maximum capacity for marine a'ero- 
sol emission and-spatial dispersion in the oceans.

The predominance of extensive source' regions forming in the-:mid- 
dle and tropical latitudes in the Atlantic arid Pacific is characteristic 
of January. Thp former area, as opposed to the latter, deviates from 
the zonal configuration, reaching much further north. Simultaneously, 
in the middle southern latitudes one can also distinguish two prédo
minant but markedly weaker source regions, one in the Indian Ocean 
and the second — in the Pacific. On the ; other hand, in: the case of the 
approximately general zonal character Of the field, only small centres 
of slightly emission capacity can be found .in the northern zone of the 
trade winds. $ JZj. [\ . -.v, .

In July the predominate^ of the northern centres disappears. Si
multaneously, the occurrence.-of â predominant emission source in the 
form of a vast,zone situated in tty# middlesouthern latitudes wasj obser
ved. This zone 'stretches across., the three oceans and-ft-shôws the high
est emission capac|ty in the\ Pacific,^particularly in. the. aréa béty/een 
New Zealand and Tierra del Fjiego. In the other Pacific and Atlantic 
zones, a lack of prédominant source regions was foufid, with the excep
tion of the traide yind southern zones, -.where only a slight predominan
ce of several ’small source regions can be observed. The Indian Ocean 
was the only exception, for which a. distinct occurrence of two not very 
vast source regions can be observed in . the Arabian and Bengal Seas.

The degree of approximation-of-, the resùlts obtained was verified 
basing cm regional charactéristiésitaking the Baltic as the main ex
ample. The investigations showed that' as compared with the whole field, 
in January the ‘Baltic constitutes something of an extension of the 
north-Atlantic source region, the predominant l ’ io values being, found 
mainly in the northern part of the Baltic. Such situation is usually 
maintained throughout tHè'%hole year, .this being confirmed by the 
mean annual is o le s  of obtained for this regiorr over a period of 
many years (Fig. 7). In Januaiÿ, the S’i0 values found for the parts of 
the Atlantic adjoining the‘ Baltic are Tn'clüdëd irrthe ‘ interval of "(iOOO
— 2000) X  10'12, which is also consistent with the results of detailed 
measurements of the |’i0 field, carried b,uLin ^he Baltic' Sea [11]. In ad-



Fig. 5. F ield o f  the dim ensionless w ind  faator <E'ioX'U)ls) in  January.
Rys. 5. P ole  bezw ym iarow ego czynnika w iatrow ego (£ 'i0X 1012) w  styczniu.
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Fig. 6. Field «£  the dim ensionless w ind  factor {S 'loX 1011) in  July.
Rys. 6. Pole bezw ym iarow ego czynnika w iatrow ego (E’i« X l0 lł) w  lipcu.



Flig. 7,. )VLean' ąnnual fie ld  o f  the: dim ensionless w ind ■■ factor (| ’OiX)1012) fo r  the 
Baltic Sea ■ \\ * ■ \
liyS .; 7. S red n ię : joezinę pole bezw ym iarow ego czynnika : w iatrow ego (2 ’ioX lO 12)' na 
M orzu Bałtyckim . >. ;;\ \
!. . ; \ :i> \ " , • 

ditión, a lack of predominance of the emission capacity was confirmed
ior the Baltić" during the wiarm half of the year, for which i ’10 —(100,— 
S50) X  1 O'12,was obtained. As results from the present computations, 
Extremely low valUes oi the £’i0 parameters are observed in the Baltic 
ih_ July. (I’io'^5 48/X iO'12 for the southern and northern parts of the 
seaX These values ,ar6 several times lower than those obtained for the 
Atlantic in July at latitudes level with those of-the Baltic Sea. Similar 
Values of i ’io al; such latitudes can only be found in the region between 
Iceland and thę eastern coasts of Greenland.

4.3. Sea-salt particle flux
;V /  » ; — i *■: t ?, i .

Basing- oh the-distribution of the |'ro values obtained above, the sea-salt 
partiele emission field could be computed, taking into account the sur
face water salinity. Thiis tthe .fields of the mean monthly Q10 values for 
sea-salt partię^''węKę;obtained, (JFigs.,7 ąnd, 8).



_ r<
Fig. 8. The isea-salt particie  em ission  f i e ld jQ 1(), ng cm.4  s-Ł) in January.
Rys. 8. Pole em isji cząstek soli m orskiej (Q10, ng cm -1) w  styczniu.



From the comparison of spatial distributions of mean values of the 
parameters ? i0 and Qio one can easily note that the character of the 
distribution of main source region of the Qi0 component is essentially 
similar to that of the emission capacity field calculated for the whole 
of the World Ocean (Figs. 5 and 6). Here, the field of the £'io parameter 
is the basic one, this undergoing only slight modification under the 
influence of the water salinity field. Geographical distribution of the 
predominant source regions remains practically the same, the outline of 
the boundaries of main centres of the sea-salt particle emission being 
more pronounced. Differences can be noted particularly in the trade 
wind zones — in January in northern and in July in the southern lati
tudes. In the latter period, the extensive and distinctly limited source 
region predominates in the trade wind zone in the southern part of the 
Pacific.

Simultaneously, a distinct predominance of source regions occurs in 
the middle geographical latitudes of both hemispheres. The Pacific 
Ocean is particularly distinctive in this respect, the region between 30° 
and 60°S spreading far to the east of New Zealand. Correspondingly, the 
second centre spreads zonally in the middle northern latitudes whereas 
the Atlantic has only one main source region which stretches more 
between about 40° and 60° N. The Baltic, on the other hand, is not 
a source region, being only a sink region with respect to the Atlantic 
centre of sea-salt particle emission.

4.4. Zonal distribution of water drop emission and mechanical 
evaporation

The problem of so-called mechanical evaporation (occurring from the 
surface of drops emitted from the sea) is connected with the spatial dis
tribution of the marine aerosol source and sink regions. The problem 
concernes one of the important components of the macroscale budget of 
water circulation between the sea and the atmosphere, which have been 
wrongly neglected so far. An attempt can be made to calculate this 
component according to the relation:

Qio = c9 cd9w uio %io I I - Z  q J  (17}
k=1

where Q ' io —  total flux of mechanical evaporation at a standard 
height of 10 m above sea level,

n
2  qic —  relative share of sea salts in the sea surface layer. 

k=l



Surface s of spherical particles at time t can be calculated from the 
magnitude of the water dust flux (Qo) when the number of drops and 
their radius r are known. The dependence of s on t for clear water

ds
drops is approximately linear (— =  const), the deviation from the ti

me axis becoming noticeable as the drops become smaller. The evapo
ration rate decreases with the increase of the drop curvature, as evapi-

E r — e
ration time t is equal to t =  c — r ~- , the pressure of saturated wa

ter vapour being Er =  E°° -f- AE, 
where
E°o —  pressure of water vapour above the flat surface of the water, 
AEr — correction taking into account the influence of the convex cur

vature (for drops of r =  10‘4 cm, AEr =  0.1% of E°°).
On the other hand, above the solution, Err =  E°° ■— AErr, which 

causes an increase in time t. To this should be added the presence of 
monomolecular layers of natural or often anthropogenic origin on the 
drop surface, which inhibit evaporation. Non-volatile admixtures which 
are often present already in the initial mass of drops or captured by 
the drops during coagulation with the dust particles, constituting the 
characteristic aerosol background in the atmosphere, may even halt the 
further evaporation process as their concentration in the diminishing 
drops increases. Apart from the influence of the evaporation of drops, 
these admixtures, while reducing the surface tension of the sea, may 
indirectly influence the evaporation by attenuation of the water dust 
flux, Qo. These problems have not, however, been explained as yet, 
when considering the true conditions at sea. Thus when calculating 
Q ' 10 according to (17), it is possible to gain some knowledge of the possi
ble maximum fluxes of mechanical evaporation when taking into account 
the surface essential to evaporation [25].

It can be inferred from the analysis of zonal distribution of the 
Q'io values calculated for January and July (Figs. 10 and 11) that the 
evaporation surface of the water drops emitted from the sea, being an 
additional surface which supplies water vapour to the atmosphere, in
creases predominantly at middle northern and southern latitudes. These 
values describe potential fluxes of mechanical evaporation. They should 
also be influenced by the temperature and relative humidity of the 
atmospheric air.

Taking as a base the sets of drops of r ~  12.6 (im transferred from 
the Atlantic Ocean to the Baltie [12], the surface area of mechanical



Fig. 9. The seta-salt particie emisision fie ld  (Q10 mg cm -2 s-1) in  July 
Rys. 9. P ole  em isji cząstek soli m orskiej (Qj0, ng cm-* s - ł) w  Mipcu



Fig. 10 M ean distribution o f  particle em ission and that o f the potential flu xes of 
m echanical evaporation  from  the oceans (m m /year) in  latitudinal profile , ca lcula
ted fo r  January (A —  A tlantic, P —  P acific , I —  Indian Oceans)
Rys. 10. Średni rozk ład em isji cząstek i potencjalnie m ożliw ych  strum ieni parow a
nia m echanicznego z ocean ów  (m m /rok) w  przekroju  połu dn ikow ym  —  obliczony 
dla stycznia (A —  Atlantyk, P —  P acyfik , I —  Ocean Indyjski)

Pig. 11. M ean distribution o f particle em ission and that o f the potential flu xes o f 
m echanical evaporation  from  the oceans (m m /year) in latitudinal profile, ca lcu 
lated fo r  July
Rys. 11. Średni rozkład em isji cząstek i potencja lnie m ożliw ych  strum ieni parow a
nia m echanicznego z oceanów  (m m /r o k ) w  przekroju  połu dn ikow ym  —  obliczony 
dla lipca
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evaporation was calculated to represent an average of 0.5% of the sea 
surface area. It should be emphasized that the calculations were carried 
out on the basis of the analysis of drop size distribution for drops be
longing to the group of giant particles. Although the presence of the 
more numerous smaller particles increases the surface, their evapora
tion time is markedly prolonged. Therefore for the World Ocean sur
face area, amounting to 361.06X106 km2 without the shelf ice area, the 
surface area of mechanical evaporation thus calculated is approximately 
equal to 1.81 X  106 km2. For the'zones with the lowest (10°— 20° S) and 
highest (40°— 50° N) values of Q'io in January in the Pacific for which 
the typical mean wind velocities are 5.3 and 8.9 m s_1, respectively, the 
surface areas of mechanical evaporation were calculated to be 0.08 and 
0.83% of the sea surface area (27 X  103 and 125 X 103 km2, respectively). 
It is imperative to take the share of these values into account when 
improving long-term weather forecasts.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The calculated fields of the parameters za and £'io constituting the basic 
physical characteristics of the interaction between the atmosphere and 
the sea, afforded an approximate orientation as to the geographical di
stribution and significance of the main marine source regions. Such 
investigations are indispensable in the explanation of the peculiarities 
connected with the water budget and the substances contained in water., 
from the viewpoint of their circulation in macroscale and synoptic cy
cles corresponding to the first and second degree cycles (in this paper 
the first degree cycle comprises the ocean-atmosphere-land circulation 
while the second degree cycle denotes the marine source region-atmos
phere-marine sink region cycle).

In investigating the geographical distribution of .the emission areas, 
only a general outline of the two-dimensional field of basic anemoaero- 
sol characteristics above the ocean surface has been obtained. The third 
dimension, i.e. time, was taken into account only in respect of months 
falling in two seasons of the year — cold and warm. One could not 
count on the possibility of carrying out the investigations for the pur
pose of obtaining detailed results. The scale of the investigations plan
ned was also of great importance. 'The results obtained are therefore 
approximate, nevertheless they may afford valuable information that 
can be useful in the meteorology of atmospheric suspensions distribu
tion, as well as in investigations on particle exchange and transfer in 
the four-dimensional coordinate system.
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Czesław GARBALEWSKI
Polska A kadem ia Nauk 
Zakład O ceanologii w  Sopocie

Śr e d n i  r o z k ł a d  p r z e s t r z e n n y  p o d s t a w o w y c h  f i z y 
c z n y c h  CHARAKTERYSTYK I ŹRÓDŁOWCH OBSZARÓW EMI
SJI CZĄSTEK Z POWIERZCHNI OCEANÓW

Streszczenie

Badano rozkład na oceanach w zględnych obszarów  źródłow ych  i u jściow ych  
z punktu wadzenia tzw. m echanicznego parow ania w ody. Na podstaw ie kon cepcji 
w arstw y em isji złożonej z podw arstw  transform acji i przenoszenia cząstek opra
cow ano m odel op isu jący  em isję cząstek z otw artych obszarów  m orza (poza e fek 
tem stref przyboju ). Param etry imodellu (w  tym  w spółczynnik em isji cp , zależny 
g łów nie od gęstości pow ietrza i w ody  m orskiej, współczynnik oporu cD, parametr

Res
szorstkości za i bezw ym iarow y czynnik dynam iczny £ = ------ > gdzie Res —  liczba

M
Wio

Reynoldsa dla pow ierzchni, M — -------, u10 —  prędkość w iatru na standardow ej w y
li*

sokości 10 m, u , —  prędkość tarcia) określano z w ieloletnich  danych zawartych 
w  zestaw ieniach pośw ięcon ych  klim atom  m órz i w  atlasach morskich.

Dokonano pierw szej próby  uzyskania podstaw ow ego zarysu oceanograficznych 
pól średnich m iesięcznych w artości param etru szorstkości (Zo), bezw ym iarow ego 
czynnika w iatrow ego (|'io) i strum ieni soli m orskiej (Qi0). Stw ierdzono, że w ystę
pow anie ośrodków  n ajw yższych  w artości zo na oceanach wiąże się: 1) z obszarami 
działalności sztorm ow ej w  strefach zachodniego przenoszenia, 2) z intensyfikacją 
pasatów  nad otw artym i obszaram i oceanicznym i i 3) z działalnością cyrkulacji m on- 
sunow ej na Oceanie Indyjskim . W  związku z tym  dom inow anie rozległych  źródeł 
em isji cząstek m arygenicznych  uzyskano w  styczniu w  pasie średnich szerokości 
na Atlantyku i na Pacyfiku, w  lipcu zaś —  na średnich szerokościach południo
w ych, w  szczególności na obszarze m iędzy Nową Zelandią a Ziem ią Ognistą. O bli
czone w artości parow ania m echanicznego Q\<, w ahały się od 0,08 do 0,83% w  sto
sunku do parow ania odbyw ającego się bezpośrednio z pow ierzchni morza. N ajw yż
sze potencja lne wartości Q'io uzyskano dla stref zachodniego przenoszenia. Stw ier
dzono, że Ocean Indyjski znacznie różni się pod w zględem  rozkładu Q10 i Q'io.



M orze Bałtyckie w  styczniu  tw arzy jakby przedłużenie północnoatlantyckiego 
pola param etru g'io, przy czym  w  orbitę dom inu jących  w artości ^ 'i0 w chodzi g łów 
nie północna część Bałtyku. W  lipcu  w artości jj'io na Bałtyku są kilkakrotnie niższe 
od obserw ow anych  na tych sam ych szerokościach  na Atlantyku. G eneralnie M orze 
B a łtyckie nie stanow i obszaru źródłow ego, ty lk o  jest obszarem  u jściow ym  w  sto
sunku do atlantyckiego ośrodka dom inow ania em isji mas aerozolu marygeruczmego.
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